
 
  

Annual Report 2015 

Dear Friends,


Thank you for joining us on this incredible adventure. Team PHenomenal Hope has been a 
nonprofit organization since 2012, empowering a group of athletes to dedicate their training 
and racing to those affected by pulmonary hypertension, and in so doing, racing to make a 
difference in the lives of those with pulmonary hypertension. In 2015 we grew our organization 
to include athletes across multiple disciplines, and put athletes on the map all over the USA 
and world. Our athletes continue to inspire people to take a step and make a difference, and 
continue the positive and unique energy that is Team PHenomenal Hope.


Join us as we look back on 2015, and see what we accomplished together.


Patricia George


President
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Raising awareness about pulmonary 
hypertension. Defeating pulmonary 
hypertension (PH) begins with educating the 
public about this disease, and we believe in the 
power of “going to extremes” to tell people 
about PH. After a successful RAAM in 2014, 
we broadened our horizons, and bringing on 
more athletes competing in ultracycling, 
marathon, ultramarathon, swimming and 
ironman events. We raised awareness in the 
athletic community by bringing on new athletes 
who did not necessarily have a connection to 
PH prior to our team. We raced in races on 3 
continents, from the Philippines to France, and 
throughout many states in the USA. 


Inspiring a community to join us in this 
effort. We joined the Pittsburgh Marathon as a contributing charity, bringing 47 racers and 
volunteers together in our colors in Pittsburgh’s biggest race of the year.  

Raising funds for awareness and contributing to the ultimate race towards a cure. 
Ultimately, the way to make a lasting impact is through supporting research for a cure. This 
means funding grants, and supporting the Pulmonary Hypertension Association in the effort to 
one day defeat pulmonary hypertension. Together with our sponsors and supporters, we made 
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2015 Team PHenomenal Hope Events 
Inspiring a community, raising awareness through PH 
community events and endurance racing

Raced in the Subic Bay Ironman 70.3, Philippines

Raced in the Boston Marathon

Won age-group in the Sebring 24-hour race, Sebring Florida

Rode as bike marshals, raced and volunteered at the Pittsburgh 
Marathon

Finished 2-woman Race Across the West - June 2015

Completed Paris-Brest-Paris 1200km randonneur bike event

Completed Ironman Louisville and Ironman Chattanooga

Gave the Keynote Address at PHA’s PHPN Symposium

Set the Trans-Ohio State 2-Person Bicycling Record



a donation of $11,000 to PHA at the end of the summer, which bringing the total funds donated 
to PHA from Team PH fundraising to $91,000.


Financials: Donor-directed funds are those donated by a group of donors with requests for specific allocations to support team or 
training events, with surplus to go to the overall research funding pool. Due to the generosity of our sponsors and donors 
supporting team and awareness costs, all contributions from individual donors went to support our contribution to PHA. 
Additionally, Team PHenomenal Hope is thankful for individual donors for contributing equipment and airline tickets to the team. 
The financial report is divided at August 13, which ended our fundraising as a part of RAAM 2014 and the Race of Our Lives 
campaign with the donation to PHA. Money raised thereafter (sponsorship and donations) is allocated to the 2015 mission.  
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2015 Team PHenomenal Hope 
Financials 

2012 2013 2014 
thr Aug 13

2014 
after Aug 13

2015

Revenue and Support

Corporate Sponsorships 41,050.00 33,000.00 50,000.00 27,000.00

Individual Donations & 
Revenue

3,721.92 17,720.21 22,769.54 2,392 12,163.52

Donor-Directed Funds 
(Direct contributions for 
additional team support)

$	 7,990.00 $	 36,116.40 $	 4,000.00 $	 1,500.00 -


Total (Cash) Revenue 11,711.92 94,886.61 59,769.54 53,892.00 39,163.52

Expenditures

Awareness/Team 2,124.30 15,152.60 44,062.06 1,998.24 55,454.89

             Team PH Brasil Project

Donor-Directed Funds for 
Team  
Equipment, Training 

13,655.63 1,320.00 - -

Donation to PHA for 
Research and Patient 
Services

-
 - 80,000.00 - 11,000.00

Administrative Costs 3,710.83 2,355.22 2,379.86 884.62 5,276.24

Total Expenditures 5,835.13 31,163.45 127,761.92 2,882.86 71,731.13

Change in Net Assets 5,876.79 63,743.16 -67,992.38 51,009.14 -32,567.61

Net Assets

Beginning of Year/Period 0 5,876.79 69,619.95 $ 1,627.57 $ 52,636.71

End of Period/Year $ 5,876.79 $ 69,619.95 $ 1,627.57 $ 52,636.71 $ 20,069.10



Team PHenomenal Hope and the Road Ahead. At the end of the year, Team PHenomenal 
Hope noted significant growth, and set out to continue to race to make a difference in the lives 
of PH patients. In 2016 it will get personal, with the launch of our first national campaign and 
more big races ahead. From New Zealand to Brazil, and with the launch of Team PHenomenal 
Hope Brasil, we will continue to push boundaries and race to make a difference all over the 
world.


We continue to work with sponsors and supporters who believe in the power of athletics to 
inspire movement for change, and invite you to continue this race with us!


Learn more about how you can support Team PHenomenal Hope on our website: 


http://teamphenomenalhope.org


For more information, please contact us at: info@teamphenomenalhope.org.


Team PHenomenal Hope, Inc


1936 Fifth Avenue


Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219


877-6-GO-HOPE (877-646-4673)


Annual Report submitted to Team Phenomenal Hope Board of Directors on June 24, 2016.
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